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How many articles
on ki (chi, or whatever) have
you read in the past couple

!

of years? Too many? I agree.
Why, then, are we doing yet
another piece on that highly

elusive and mysterious force
which every martial artist
knows about, but few
possess, of have even
observed firsthand? The
answer is quite simple. Until
a few months ago we had
neither seen, heard, nor read
about anyone or anything
that completely explained or
demonstrated exactly what
this power is.
Think about it. Has
anyone ever explained to
your complete satisfaction
what ki is … what it looks
like in practice … what it’s
good for … and, most
importantly of all, how to
acquire it for yourself? I
haven’t. Sure, some of our
top martial artists have come
close. Smashing bricks,
splintering boards, and even
being smashed and
splintered upon by the
aforementioned bricks and
boards … but is that the
whole show? Is that what the
Oriental founding fathers
had in mind when they used

the word ki? Somehow I
doubt it.
I’ve always seen ki
as a positive force rather
than a negative one. That is
to say, as a near invincible
power which the martial arts
can learn to generate, and
not some state of mind
which enables the martial
artist to take punishment.
We ’ v e
seen
the
demonstrations by
Professor / Sensei Frank Di
Felice, and have been
impressed by them. Being
able to take full-power
strikes in the throat, solar
plexus and groin is pretty
amazing stuff (and it
certainly must be a part of
ki), but show me something
positive! Does the fact that
the people who do the
striking on sensei Di Felice
have no apparent effect on
him mean that these people
do not possess ki?
There is a gentleman
(literally a gentle man) out in
Selden, Long Island (New
Yo r k ) , w h o t e a c h e s
something called Tai-Zen
Jiu-jitsu, and who comes
closed than any living man
we have met to providing the
answer to this question,
“What is ki?”
Sensei Howard
Tague has been involved in
the martial arts for some 18
years, and relatively few
martial artists outside of his

own sphere of living have
ever heard of him. This is a
shame because, from what
we have seen of the man and
his accomplishments, he is
one of the most fascinating,
interesting, and amazing
individuals ever to don a gi.
What Howard Tague
has done, quite simply quite
simply, is acquired the kind
of ki that the old masters
talked about in hushed
voices, behind closed doors.
Not only has he acquired it,
he has been passing it on to
his students for a good
number of years! When
sensei Tague says “This is
ki," you believe him.
Before Tague became
involved in the martial arts,
he was a professional
hypnotist (perhaps
hypnotherapist would be a
more proper term). He was
not a stage magician, or
theatrical mentalist, but an
individual who worked in
close association with
physicians, psychologists
and psychoanalysts, helping
people to overcome physical
and emotional problems
through the very real science
of hypnotism.
A few years after he
had entered into martial arts
training, he became
completely dissatisfied with
what he was learning (or
failing to learn), and he hit
upon the idea of applying the

principles of hypnotism to
the basic concepts of the
martial arts. The hybrid he
finally arrived at, after long
years of experimentation, is
rather incredible.
"What I found out
about the martial arts in
those early years that kept
me most interested," says
Tague, "was the fact that I
saw what I couldn't do. It
was not what I learned to do
that kept me going, but what
I found it impossible to do.
My mind and body were in
complete conflict during
those years, and it took me
many, many years before I
could get them working
together.
“My early instructors
were teaching the theory that
it's not what you know that
counts, but how muchYou
know. And I believed that it
is a waste of time teaching a
man something he doesn't
stand a prayer of performing.
This concept is completely
false" You give the man the
impression that because he
knows something, it will
work for him if he needs it.
Unfortunately, it doesn't
work that way. My whole
theory is based on the idea
of 'what's the other guy
doing while you're trying to
defend yourself.' He isn't
going to wait around for you
to finish your technique; he’s
thinking about defending hi-

Howard Tague!
!TECHNIQUES
!
The following examples
demonstrate how sensei
Tague has been able to
train himself to override the
involuntary muscular

actions of the body through
self-hypnosis. He also
demonstrates a few of the
basic difference between
his Tai-Zen system and the

more traditional martial arts
basics. Assisting him in
many of the techniques is
Rich Barathy, a student and
fellow black belt.
RISING FROM A CHAIR (A):!
In the normal wa we all rise
from a seated position, we
lean our body forward (1,2) in
order to redistribute the center
of gravity. This is a reflex
action, and we never
consciously think about it.
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RISING FROM A CHAIR (B):!
Through mind control, and
the strengthening of the
muscles in the back and
legs, sensei Tague can rise
without leaning forward. Rich
places his hand on sensei’s
forehead to insure that he
cannot lean his body forward!
(1,2,3).

3
BENDING THE LITTLE FINGER:!
This simple exercise is another
example of overriding involuntary
action. He bends his little finger
without moving the rest. It looks
easy, but try it!
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THE PAPER ON THE WALL:!
Here Tague stands about three
feet away from a wall and leans
forward, touching the wall so that
his body is actually supported by

it. The two pieces of paper show
that Tague’s entire body weight
is against the wall (1). As Rich
attempts to remove the papers
(2) he finds that he cannot. In the

next photo (3), Tague has shifted
his weight back through his body,
and the papers can easily be
removed. He has, in effect,
defied gravity! Try it.

1
UNBALANCED STANCE:!

Rich
Barathy
demonstrates the
normal karate stance -

1
BALANCED STANCE
(TAI-ZEN):!
Now the sensei does
the punching from his
own, completely

2
with the body weight
distributed just about
evenly on both legs. As
Rich steps in to punch

2
balanced stance. He
steps in with the strike
(1,2), and when Rich
attempts the same
block/sweep, he finds

3
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from this stance (1,2),
sensei
Ta g u e
simultaneously blocks
the punch and easily

sweeps out his lead leg
(3,4).
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he cannot disturb the
sensei’s balance (3).
The the last photo (4),
Tague continues his
motion around for a

follow-up technique
(possibly a back kick).

1
KI POWER:!
Tague gives a small
demonstration of the
power he can generate
through his ki. He steps

2
into Rich at about onequarter or one-fifth
speed and strikes his
student in the solar
plexus with his

3
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fingertips. The force
generated by the strike
sends Barathy crashing
into the wall (1,2,3,4). i
tried this one myself

and, believe me, it
works!

Here we see the difference in the basic stepping movement between traditional karate and the Tai-Zen system:
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TRADITIONAL STEP:!
Rich demonstrates the normal, traditional semi-circular karate step (1,2,3).
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TAI-ZEN STEP:!
Tague’s step, as you can see, is more along a straight line. It bears a resemblance to the ‘cat stance’ in normal
karate movement (1,2,3,4,5).

5

mself, too.
“It just seems to me
that too many instructors are
concerned more about the
monetary value of keeping a
student than what, of value,
they can actually show
them."
In the initial stages of
sensei Tague's trial marriage
between hypnotism and the
martial arts, he found the
two partners totally
incompatible. He describes
this incompatibility in terms
of the fat person who wants
to be thin. There is a basic
conflict within the person his physical being wants to
be fat, thrives on being fat,
while the emotional inner
self desperately wishes to be
in a thin body. We have all
heard it said that within
every fat person, there is a
thin person who wants to
come out. And this was the
basic Problem with joining
the physical aspects of the
martial arts with the mental
disciplines of hypnosis.
But gradually Tague
began to combine the two
arts. He understood the
physical concepts and
problems of the martial arts
and also understood all the
mental values and
techniques of the hypnotist,
and he began to relate those
techniques to his muscles,
circulatory system,
respiratory systems, etc.

What he did, in effect, was
to take over control (to a
certain extent) of many of
the reflexive subconscious,
and automatic functions of
the body. He discovered a
way to override involuntary
action.
Let me try to give an
examPle. If someone or
something startles you, you
will 'flinch.' This is the
body’s built-in defense
mechanism. Before you can
consciously tell yourself to
prepare for that which has
momentarily frightened you,
Yo u r m i n d s e n d s a
temporary impulse to the
muscles to prepare for the
shock. We have all been
embarrassed by situations
such as this” Society has
dictated that this flinching is
a sign of weakness, when, in
actuality, it is a
demonstration of strength the body's amazing
adaptability to just about any
condition or circumstance’
Other involuntary
actions draw our hand away
from a flame before it harms
us, keep us breathing even
though we seldom think
about it, keep our hearts
beating, etc. - we don't think
about these necessary
actions or reactions, they just
happen. Now just think how
incredible it would be if we
could make those
involuntary actions work for

us whenever we wanted; to
have at our command that
quickness which pulls the
hand away from the flame,
or that faculty to instantly
react to an attack. If we
could release the Power
boosting adrenalin to our
muscles whenever we
needed an extra surge of
strength - wouldn't that be
incredible! This kind of
Power is the offspring of
Howard Tague's marriage of
hypnotism and the martial
arts. The child's name is Ki.
Because of the
magnitude of 'Tague's TaiKen principles, and the
difficulty in comprehending
some of the concepts, it
would be impossible to cram
anything of value into one
article. We have decided
instead to do a series of
articles with sensei Tague in
an attempt to demonstrate
his definition of ki, and
allow all of you to decide for
yourselves if the definition
satisfies you. We were
thinking in terms of a threePart series, but will probably
do as many articles as it
takes to get the meaning of
t h e Ta i - Z e n p r i n c i p l e s
straight in your minds - and
our own. Keep in mind,
though, that even a hundred
such articles could never
'teach' you to master the
concepts sensei Tague refers
to - that would take many,

many years of intensive
training. We are just hoping
to scratch the surface.
In the photos
accompanying this first
article in the series, we are
attempting to show You
s o m e o f t h e Ta i - Z e n
concepts demonstrated in
examples that You can try
for yourself. We also show
You some of the basic'
differences between the
Tague system and the more
traditional martial arts
basics. In all of the
examples, sensei Tague
emphasizes the fact that
everyone can do the things
he is doing in the photos,
with the Proper training.
“There is nothing mysterious
or magical about ki", he
says; it's just a matter of
understanding the concepts
and putting them into
Practice through hard work.
The first three
exercises demonstrate
Tague's ability to override
involuntary muscular action.
When we normally rise from
a chair, our automatic reflex
is for the body to lean
forward in order to readjust
the center of gravity. This is
necessary to lift the body
from its seated position - we
never think about it, we just
do it. By sending voluntary
impulses to the muscles in
his back and legs, the sensei
is able to rise from the chair

without leaning forward. He
keeps his back perfectly
straight. It sounds easy, but
try it ... and no cheating.
Keep that back straight, and
don't lean forward. To really
test yourself, have a friend
stand in front of you, placing
his hand on your forehead so
you can't lean forward as
you rise.
In the next example,
Tague bends his little finger
without letting the other
fingers move. Again, this
seems like a simple action,
but try it. These exercises
hold no value in and of
themselves, they merely
demonstrate how sensei
Tague has trained himself
to more completely govern
the functions of his own
body.
We found the third
example slightly more
astounding. In it, Tague had
an assistant hold two sheets
of paper against a wall,
while he positioned himself
far enough from the wall so
that he had to lean forward
in order to touch the paper.
In this position the sensei
was, in fact, supported by
the wall; if he were to lose
contact with the wall, his
loss of balance would
certainly cause him to fall
forward into the wall.
To demonstrate this.
Ta g u e ’s s t u d e n t R i c h
Barathy (himself a black

belt) attempted to remove
the sheets of paper from
beneath sensei’s hands. He
could not. The sensei then
defied gravity and pulled his
body slightly back, allowing
Rich to easily remove the
sheets of paper. He did not
move his feet, but merely
released the pressure on the
papers by controlling his offbalance position. Try it!
Stand about three feet away
from a wall and, keeping
your arms straight and
locked, lean into the wall. I
personally guarantee that if
you now let your hands drop
to your sides, Your head will
meet the wall in a rather
unpleasant manner.
The other examples
have to do with the special
way in which Tague moves keeping his body in a
balanced position at all times
- and the way he can strike
and block from these
positions. There was one
example of the power
inherent in Tague’s ki, which
this reporter was able to
experience firsthand ; and it
is something I shall not soon
forget.
As I stood relaxed
facing sensei Tague, he
moved forward (see photos)
very slowly (what I would
guess to be about onequarter or one-fifth speed)
toward me with his palm
open, fingers extended. He

struck me in the area of the
solar plexus with his
fingertips and literally sent
me crashing into a wall
about 8 feet behind me (l'm
6' I" and weigh about 190
lbs.)!
This is how I would
describe the feeling of the
strike: the instant his fingers
touched me, there was no
feeling of power. But a
fraction of a second later, I
felt that there was a small
explosion being created
within me. This explosion
actually lifted me off my feet
and threw me into the wall! I
know most of you must be
shaking your heads and
s a y i n g “ N o w a y, " b u t
believe me, that's exactly the
way it happened.
By now you are
probably as confused and
skeptical as we were when
we heard about Howard
Tague, and the things he was
supposedly able to do. All I
can say is, bear with us
throughout this series of
articles, and we'll try to put
these rather startling
concepts into some sort of
l o g i c a l o r d e r. T h i s i s
something completely new
to us, and it takes time for us
to understand what we are
seeing and experiencing; and
more time to figure out a
way to then transmit that
understanding to our readers.

In the articles to
follow, we will attempt to
get into the physical and
psychological training which
is necessary to become a 'ki
technician.’ Sensei Tague
has not only applied his
hypnosis training to Tai-Zen,
he has also, in effect, created
a muscle-building program
which compliments the
martial artist's movements
perfectly. He has
accomplished this through
the use of the Universal
Gym training equipment,
and this side of the Tai-Zen
story is at least as interesting
as the mental side. Stay with
us for Part II in next month’s
issue.

THE INCREDIBLE !
HOWARD TAGUE!
This is Ki! (Part 2)!
“THE PARENT MIND”!
by Alan Vasquez!

Howard Tague demonstrates one aspect of ki by having
5 of his students attempt to disturb his balance.

What follows is Part
II of our three-part series on
the amazing martial artist
from Long Island (New
York), Howard Tague. In the
first article of the series, we
introduced sensei Tague to
our readers, gave a brief
history of his involvement in

!
!
!

the martial arts (including
his years as a professional
hypnotist), and related the
p ro ces s b y w h ich h e
developed his own martial
arts system, Tai-Zen Jiulitsu.
In this segment,
"THE PARENT MIND', we

will deal basically with the
mental element of Tai-Zen,
demonstrating how a student
of the Tague system must
coordinate his mental and
physical forces as a prelude
to becoming a "ki
technician." we will also
attempt to delve into Tague's

concept of ki as an invisible
but impenetrable shield
between himself and anyone
who wishes to attack him.
As we stated in the
first article of the series,
many of the concepts which
are the basis of Tai-Zen are
quite complicated to the
uninitiated reader. Tague has
made such an in-depth study
of the subject of ki, and the
c o n t ro l o f t h e b o d y ' s
involuntary actions, that it is
virtually impossible to begin
to grasp the entire scope of
his martial arts philosophy
i n t h e s p a c e o f t h re e
magazine articles.
But we genuinely
believe that what Howard
Tague has to say is so
relevant to the state of the
fighting arts in America that
it is worth the extra time and
effort required to grasp what
he is saying. The principles
of Ta-Zen are actually quite
logical and simple, but
writing about them is often
not so simple.

Please bear with us
in our effort to relate the
essence of sensei Tague’s
philosophy to you. Don't
become discouraged if you
cannot grasp the meaning
right away. (We had our
problems comprehending
the concepts, too!) You
may find that you have to
read sentences, or

Sensei Tague

Tague emphasizes a point during one of our interviews.
Note the muscular development of his arms, chest, and
shoulders.

passages, or even an
entire article more than

once, but believe us, it's
worth the effort.

All of the examples that follow demonstrate how the undeveloped
PARENT MIND over-compensates for apparent bodily weakness:

1

2

CATCHING THE FIST:!
Tague has a volunteer stand
relaxed with his arm outstretched,
palm up. He tells the assistant that
he will drop his fist into his hand
with sufficient force to move it
downward, but when he carries
out the motion he stops short of
making contact with the hand. The
result is that the assistant’s hand
uncontrollably moves up to meet
Ta g u e ’ s ( T h e s t i c k i n t h e
background is merely an aid in
detecting the motion of the
assistant’s hand.)

STOPPING THE PUSH:!
The example is similar to the
preceding one, but Tague tells the
volunteer that he will attempt to
disturb his balance by exerting
force against his outstretched fist.
Predictably, though the sensei
stops short of making contact, the
assistant’s fist moves in to meet
him.

1
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The following show how the
interference of the mind can hamper
the quickness of natural muscular
action or reaction. In the first two
photos, sensei Tague has Rich
Barathy hold his arms out from his
body, slightly wider than shoulder
width, while he places his own hands
inside them, touching the palms of
Rich’s hands. No pressure is exerted
by either karateka, so when the
sensei removes his hands, nothing
happens.!
In the second two photos, the sensei
tells Rich to bring his hands together,
as quickly as he can, as soon as he
feels his (Tague’s) hands begin to
move. As you can see in the second
photo, Tague has managed to cross
his hands well before Rich can bring
his own hands together - the
interference of the mind has
hampered the bore’s natural
movement.

In the final two photos, Rich exerts
pressure inward against Tague’s
hands. As soon as the sensei
removes his hands, Rich’s hands
come together in a flash - his
quickness is not hampered by the
intrusion of the PARENT MIND.!
Through these simple examples we
see that, if we can overcome the
intrusion of thought during the
process of physical action, the welltrained muscles are allowed to react
with supreme efficiency.
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effect we saw in the
‘Stopping the Push’
example. He moves in
a direct line with Rich’s
o u t s t r e t c h e d fi s t
(1,2,3), but at the last

moment, he moves his
palm to the side of
Barathy’s fist, so as not
to make contact. Rich
has anticipated the
push, and his body

1
OVERCOMPENSATION:!

Here sensei Tague
(with the assistance of
Rich Barathy) again
demonstrates the
overcompensation

1
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reacted to that which
did not occur - the
intrusion of the
PARENT MIND.

4

In this last sequence of photos, we see
how the body makes slight adjustments
for miscalculations in distance. In the
first example, an assistant attempts to
judge the correct movement for a
perfect strike to a specific point (In this
case Rich Barathy’s hand). He appears
to have judge correctly (1,2,3). In the
next series of photos, sensei Tague
introduces a stick (In his own dojo he
uses a very sharp samurai sword) to
the volunteers throat to insure that he
doesn’t ‘cheat’ to compensate for a
miscalculation. Now we can see
(4,5,6,7) that the assistant comes up
short of the target.

!
——————!

As humans, the complete
scope of our being is broken
down into two broad
categories: the ‘mental' and
the 'physical.' within these
two
governing
characteristics are sub
categories, such as the
‘conscious’,
and
’subconscious' mind, and
‘voluntary'
and 'involuntary' actions.
But at the apex of man's
governing structure is
something which sensei
Howard Tague calls "the
Parent Mind." The Parent
Mind, according to Tague, is
that which gives each one of
us the ultimate right to
govern and control the
actions and reactions of our
bodies. The Parent Mind ties
our physical and mental
selves into one harmonious
package. "The Parent
Mind…” says Tague, "is a
man's right to be his own
judgment. He formulates all
his own concepts according
to the information his mind
receives - totally unaffected
by what came before, or
what will come after - and
then acts in accordance with
that information. The Parent
Mind deals only with fact.
On one side is your
conscious mind, and on the
other side is your physical -

force mind. For example,
when a man is in battle, this
is a situation which touches
the involuntary actions of
the body. When a man is
fighting, he is confused
between his mental and
physical characteristics. This
conflict irises because the
individual cannot answer
one question: 'What,s right,
and what's wrong?
Let me see if I can
illustrate the point another
way. Two men are rowing a
row boat one man now
stops, and the boat begins to
go around in circles. Why
did the boat actually go
around in circles - because
one man stopped or because
one kept rowing? A boat
going around in circles is
neither stopped or headed in
a specific direction. The
point is that it doesn't pay for
w to try to figure out which
man was at fault; the only
important thing is that now
the principle is going around
in circles.- 'Now back to the
man who is fighting; he
stands ready to throw a
strike and, while the physical
forces can certainly execute
that strike, the mental forces
hold it back. It is of no value
to fault either the mental or
physical forces; the value
can only be derived from
getting the mental and
physical forces to work
together."

Most of us are like
the men in the rowboat, that
is, our conscious mental and
physical energies are
frequently out of phase with
each other. What generally
happens is that the
mind takes in a certain
stimulus and then sends the
necessary impulses to the
muscles to carry out a
particular action. At this
point, the Parent Mind
should restrain further
interference on the part of
the mental forces and allow
the muscles to carry out the
function. But, where the
Parent Mind concept has not
been fully developed, the
brain will refuse to allow the
muscular functions of the
body to completely take
over' There will be a
blockage, or hesitation,
which throws the smooth
transition between thought
and action out of phase.
Let's again look at
the example of two martial
artists sparring. The one
fighter sees an opening in his
opponent's defenses - this is
the function of the mental
energy: to see the opening,
decide upon the best
possible attack, and to send
the attack signal to the
muscles. But, a fraction of-a
second before the final
signal is transmitted, doubt
creeps into the mind,
jamming the signal. The

muscles hesitate (the
attacker is now thinking,
What if I miss? or What if he
moves? or Suppose he
attacks first (etc., etc.) and
the timing of the attack is
thrown off.
'Most of the time,"
saYs Tague, -when a man
makes a Pass (an attacking
move) against another man,
he either overemphasizes
what must be done - not
what he's doing - or he tries
to 'steer' his movement as he
goes, with mental
consideration. Now that's
wrong. The function of the
mind is to view, to calibrate
distance, etc.; from that
Point on, the movement is
strictly on the Part of
physical forces. A ki
technician can use his
opponent's higher forces to
turn him against himself."
At this point in our
discussion, sensei Tague had
an assistant stand facing him
in what the assistant thought
to be a 'strong stance,’with
his fist held outward at arm’s
length. Tague now Prepared
to attempt to throw the man
off balance by exerting force
upon his outstretched fist.
Tague moved in towards the
m a n ’s f i s t , g i v i n g t h e
impression that his hands
would Push against the
assistant’s hand, but at the
last second, sensei Tague let
his own hands move past the

assistant's rather than
making contact. What
happened was that the
assistant made an
involuntary movement in,
towards Tague’s oncoming
hands, in order to help
cushion the anticipated
force.
In this example, the
man's Parent Mind broke in
to give the muscles further
information. The body was
really unsure that its stance
was strong enough, so the
mind forced the muscles to
overcompensate in
anticipation of the blow. In
effect, the person's mind
initially lied to itself in
telling the body that it was
secure in its stance. Tague
had Proved his point. He
made the assistant's
involuntary actions work
against him.
After
the
demonstration Tague said,
"The Parent Mind came into
the situation for an instant to
try to reinforce your body
and give it the extra strength
that the conscious mind and
physical form didn't really
set up.. if I push on an
opponent, I push on him
through his mind, which
more than likely is where his
weakness lies.” In the
normal state of things, the
mind analyzes and the body
Performs. This is how we
carry out every function; it is

proper and necessary, and it
works as long as the
analytical considerations
precede the action and are
not incorPorated within it.
Put another way, our mind
and body begin to become
out of phase-as soon as his
mind attempts to analyze the
action as it is in progress.
We cannot both analyze and
Perform an action
simultaneously
'In my teaching, I try
to Prove that there are two
forces at work in all of us the mental and the Physical.
Both of these forces have a
job to do; the mental is the
reasoning, and the physical
is the performance, but they
must not interfere with one
another. In just about every
other case I have ever seen,
they most assuredly do
interfere with one another,
because they attempt to
work coexistantly.
The Parent Mind,
mental forces, and physical
forces form a unit within us,
each having its own function
within the whole. The Parent
Mind sits between the
analytical mind and the
physical forces and dictates
what transpires between
those two forces. In the
example of the two men in
the rowboat, the Parent Mind
tells both men to stop
rowing, or both men to
continue rowing' It is the job

of the Parent Mind to keep
harmony.
"In
the
example of the two men in
battle, the Parent Mind says
to the conscious mind, ‘How
far away is the opponent?
Then the conscious mind
registers that information
and passes it on to the
physical forces, which
initiate the strike. In a 'ki
technician, this is exactly
how his forces work together
- the conscious mind forms a
judgment, the Parent Mind
holds that judgment in value
and transmits it to the
physical forces, which
produce the motion."
This conflict between
the forces of the mind and
the forces of the body is but
one of the problems a
martial arts student must
learn to overcome if he
desires to become what
Tague calls a "ki technician."
One of the other problems
which arises is the ambiguity
of the word ‘correct,' as it
applies to the delivered
technique. To many martial
artists, a strike is 'correct' if
it hits the target, while to
others, 'correct' applies to the
proper form of the
technique. In Howard
Tague's Tai-Zen system a
technique is ‘correct' only if
it fulfills both of these
requirements - the strike
must hit the target in proper
form.

While it is relatively
easy to diagnose these
Problems in the student,
setting him in a position to
recognize his failings and to
set about correcting them is
a much more difficult task.
The reader must realize that
we are primarily talking
about controlling the body to
a degree which is not
‘normal' for the average
person. We all have become
so conditioned to the Parent
Mind compensating
(overcompensating would
probably be a more correct
term) for a lack of
perception on the part of the
conscious mind, or a lack of
confidence in the ability of
the physical forces, that we
accept it as 'normal.'
But what is 'normal' to the
average person is 'abnormal'
to the ki technician.
Tague begins at this
Point of the 'correct
technique' as a means of
initiating the new student to
what is normal in the TaiZen system. He attempts to
teach the student, through
example, that the mind has
its own defense mechanism
built in to protect the body
from harm. For example, in
battle we will consciously
want to be close enough to
an opponent to strike him,
but subconsciously far
enough away so that we,
ourselves, will not be struck.

This is one of the basic
mind/body conflicts that the
ki technician must learn to
overcome.
The result of this
basic, natural fear of injury
is that it gets in the way of
the proper - form end of the
correct strike. As we
approach our opponent with
a punch, for example, our
initial move - the step in will probably bring us
slightly short of where the
proper striking distance
should be. This is the body's
defensive mechanism at
work - it puts us at a position
where we can hit the
opponent, but he may not be
able to hit us.
The only problem
with this reasoning is the
fact that, though we can
reach the opponent from this
'too short’ position, we do
not strike him in proper
form. Our upper body will
lean into the punch, thereby
losing a good percentage of
power. What the new TaiZen student learns very early
in his training is that, in one
sense at least, he cannot
have his cake and eat it, too.
His range is also his
opponent’s range, but the ki
technician also learns (after
many years of training) that
he still has a distinct
advantage over his non-ki
opponent. While he is
attacking the opponent, the

opponent can only attack his
ki. (This-point may be a bit
difficult to understand, but
please bear with me
for a while).
"There is no such
thing as being half correct,"
says Tague. “The conscious
mind is usually so much
stronger than the physical
forces that it will cripple the
form of the technique for
defensive purposes. I try to
teach a student that he can't
be half correct in a
technique; he must have
correct perception, correct
form, and he must hit the
target with ki force.
“I find that most of
my new students, when they
start out, have become
accustomed to the idea that
physical form must take a
back seat to hitting the
target. If you have seen
many karate matches, I'm
sure you, can attest to the
fact that form of technique is
seldom seen. I'll tell you
why that is the case because it doesn't work ... at
least it doesn’t work
immediately. Few instructors
give half - enough
consideration to bringing
proper physical form into the
correct target depth. This is
what I call ki focus.
"If I make a Pass
toward a man, with proper
form and in ki focus, and at
the last instant, that man

manages to move out of my
range, I have not missed my
target ... the target was ki,
not the opponent.
"In most cases, when
we look upon our opponent
in battle, we see our
opponent, but right here (he
reaches out it arm's length
and rubs an imaginary
boundary) is the shield of ki.
That shield exists between
my opponent and myself. In
other words, my opponent
will be attacking my ki, not
me; and by the time he
reaches that shield I will be
there to meet him … not
after he reaches it, before. So
it’s right out there in front;
you can see me rubbing my
fingers right on it. But, of
course, as soon as I take my
hand away, it no longer
exists.
"The structure is
always out in front of me, at
the same depth. The
opponent may or may not be
within that range, but the ki
range is always the same.
"The ki technician is
not where he is," continued
Tague , "he is where he is
not."
In other words, we
can think of ki not only in
terms of an incredibly
powerful striking force, but
also as a shield - a brick
wall, if You will - which
protects the ki technician
from harm. The building of

this wall and its tearing
down are both governed by
the workings of the Parent
Mind. When Tague says,
'The ki technician is not
where he is…’ he means that
if we attack a ki technician,
we think that we are
attacking the man when, in
reality, we are attacking his
wall of ki. The ki technician
is not where we perceive
him to be ... 'he is where he
is not.’
"The Parent Mind is
not so susceptible to the
rules of right and wrong …
unless they are based on
fact. The Parent Mind sees
no value in throwing a very
fine blow too far away to hit
a man, but it also sees no
value in going to hit a man
with anything less than a
very fine blow.”
In next month's issue
we will continue with the
Parent Mind concept,
relating it to the 'cumulative
power' philosophy of the ki
technician. We will also take
a look at how sensei Howard
Tague makes use of the
Universal Gym weight and
pulley system in building the
muscles which put ki-power
into operation. Stay with us!

THE INCREDIBLE
HOWARD TAGUE!
This is Ki (Part 3)!
Building Cumulative Power!
!
!

by Alan Vasquez!

Sensei Tague using the Universal Gym equipment.

In the last segment we
studied the workings of the
Parent Mind and its
relationship between our
mental and muscular
functions. Understanding the
Parent Mind concept and
being able to put it into
practice are two of the most
important aspects in
becoming a 'ki technician.'
The Parent Mind, as we have

seen, is the governing center
of the brain - it is the
mediator between thought
and action. The Parent Mind
is not swayed by emotion, it
picks up data, analyzes that
data, and sends the proper
impulses to the muscles to
carry out a particular
function.
In the words of
sensei Tague: “The Parent

Mind sees the ’fact,'while
the conscious mind sees
what it could be. In other
words, it is not necessary to
overreact, or dramatize
within our own mind, but
simply to pursue. The Parent
Mind does not fight weak
points (within us) but also
does not yield to the strong."
By understanding the
concept of the Parent Mind
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KI POWER IN CHECK (A):!
Sensei Tague’s number one black belt, Sal
Longobardi, demonstrates ki power in check by
moving his body slowly down to a styrofoam cup
positioned below him (1,2), then touching the
small of his back to it and holding position for
about 5 seconds (3).

3

NEGATIVE REVERSE CURL (INCORRECT):!
Tague demonstrates the incorrect position for
executing a negative reverse curl. Rather than
supporting the weight with only his tricep
muscles, he overcompensates by leaning his
upper body into the motion (1,2).
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NEGATIVE REVERSE
CURL (CORRECT):!
Sal demonstrates the
correct motion for this
exercise. It is a smooth,
continuous movement,
with the arms doing all the
work (1,2). In the third
photo, an assistant places
his finger tips behind Sal’s
elbows to insure that he
doesn’t cheat.
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NORMAL FRONT KiCK MOTION:!

Another of Tague’s black belts,
Jim Meinken, demonstrates the
way in which most karatekas
execute a front kick (1-4). If we
look closely at the photos, we
can see that the body is never

really in a balanced position for
the kick. The kicker’s body just
moves from one state of
imbalance to another. !
When a 10-lb weight is now
attached to the kicker’s foot (5),
he must overcompensate for the

8
additional weight by leaning
forward more then he should
(6,7). If the weight is quickly
released from his foot, he will be
jerked off balance (8).

TAI-ZEN FRONT KICK:!
With the Tai-Zen front kick, as
performed by sensei Tague, the
kicking position is always a
balanced one (1,2,3), and when
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the weight is released (4), the
sensei’s position remains in
p e r f e c t b a l a n c e . Ta g u e
emphasizes that his kicking
motion is exactly the same, with

or without the weight, while the
previous kicker had to adjust and
alter his kick to compensate for
the weight.
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LEG EXERCISES:!
This is an exercise sensei
Tague devised to work the
muscles of the legs which

1

come into play in front kicks.
The trick here is to go through
the entire motion without
lifting the knee and thigh.

2

KI POWER IN CHECK (B):!
Most martial artist are unable to control the power
generated by their techniques. In this example
Tague demonstrates that fact. As Sal holds the
sensei’s fist, Tague exerts forward pressure.
When Sal quickly removes his hands, Tague
shows the reaction of most non-ki technicians he loses his balance (he did this purposely). Now
Tague demonstrates how a ki technician would
react to a similar situation. When Sal removes his
hands this time, there is only a slight forward
movement of the fist (3,4). Try it!
4

3

3

we can see that our bodies
can be made to work in
complete accord with our
minds. We can face an
opponent in battle confident
and calm - knowing that
what we are facing are only
techniques. We will be
swayed neither by his size,
speed, aggressiveness, etc.
When the opponent throws a
punch or kick, that is all we
see; the Parent Mind will
block out any extraneous
interference, and we need o
nly be concerned with
blocking the technique and
countering with one of our
own. By reducing the
situation to this most basic
of levels, the only thing that
matters to the ki technician
is his own proficiency.
To paraphrase a very
popular expression of a year
or two ago, if you are a ki
technician with a developed
Parent Mind - “What you
see, is what you get."
But though the
Parent Mind concept is a
highly important factor in
becoming a ki technician, it
is, by no means, the only
factor. The ki technician
must build his body to the
point where it can carry out
the dictations of the Parent
Mind in the quickest, most
powerful, and most efficient
manner. To Howard Tague
and his Tai-Zen Students, the
best possible way to throw a

strike whether it be a punch
or a kick - is with what he
has termed ‘cumulative
power’.
According to Sensei
Tague, there are two basic
kinds of power ‘cumulative
power’ and ‘unified power’.
To execute a technique in
unified power, the body
works as a unit. In the
example of a good old
reverse punch, the karateka
punching with unified power
will step and punch
simultaneously. As he steps
into the target, his punching
hand is already in motion timed perfectly with the
motion of his stepping leg.
When the stepping foot hits
the ground, the punching
hand should also be hitting
the target.
This is unified
power, and it is the way in
which most karateka are
taught to execute techniques.
With Tague’s concept
of cumulative power, the
body does not move as a unit
but in three distinct stages lower body first, then
midsection, and finally
upper body.
S e n s e i Ta g u e ’s
cumulative power motion
has been scientifically
clocked at speeds of
137mph, and the power
generated through this whiplike movement is many
times greater than can be

generated through a unified
type of motion.
Try thinking of the
body as three distinct
sections: 1. toes to groin; 2.
groin to lower chest; and 3.
lower chest to head. The
motion speeds of these three
body sections will vary, both
from one person to another,
and in relation to each other.
Generally speaking, the mid
and lower ranges of the body
move slower than does the
upper third (hand speed is
generally quicker than leg
speed). The reason for this is
basically because the legs
and midsection are greater in
mass (weight) than are the
arms.
In order to move in
unified motion, all three
sections of the body must
move at the same speed.
Consequently, a lower speed
would have to be achieved in
order for this to take place.
If, for example, the
maximum speed available in
the upper third is
60 mph and in each of the
lower portions, 20 mph, the
karateka would have to tone
down his hand speed to
match his leg speed. The
lower two thirds of the body
are incapable of moving
faster than 20 mph.
In cumulative
motion, the three sections
move separately - fractions
of seconds apart. In this way,

each body section is allowed
to move at its maximum
speed and power. The effect
of this whip-like motion is
that the karateka moves with
the combined speeds of all
three body portions (20 + 20
+ 60) making the total,
actual speed now 100 mph!
The speed in cumulative
power is I00 mph, while the
speed in unified power can
only amount to 20 mph.
This concept may be
difficult for many of you to
follow (I know that it
initially was for me), but let
me see if I can draw a
parallel between Tague’s
cumulative - power concept
and something you probably
are familiar with. In
baseball, the pitcher propels
the ball with cumulative
rather than unified power.
His forward momentum is
begun with the leg kick,
continued through the
cocking and releasing of the
hip, and culminated with the
whipping of the throwing
arm and the release of the
ball.
We all have heard of
pro baseball pitchers who
can hurl the baseball at
speeds in excess of 100 mph,
but think of it this way: the
ball goes 100 mph because
that is the speed of the
pitcher's hand at the instant
he releases the ball. A kipower punch is roughly the

s a m e a s t h e p i t c h e r ’s
d e l i v e r y, b u t t h e k i
technician delivers his fist,
rather than a ball.
Before sensei Tague
became involved in the
martial arts, he was pretty
deeply involved in weight
lifting and body building. As
he got into his martial arts
training, he found that the
weight training he was doing
was
completely
incompatible with he
muscular movements of the
karateka. His muscles were
becoming tight, overly
developed, and wrongly
developed to facilitate the
fluidity of motion which is
necessary for the martial
artist. The time had come to
make a choice between the
two physical endeavors, so
Tague gave up weight lifting
in favor of the martial arts.
A few years later,
sensei Tague dis covered the
Universal Gym weight and
pulley muscle - building
system, and he immediately
saw that there were some
great possibilities for the
martial artist with that
system.
The basic problem
with ordinary weight lifting
is the fact that the weights
always exert pressure
downward, through the pull
of gravity. Because we are
constantly fighting the force
of gravity when we work

with barbells, much of the
energy which should be
flowing into specific
muscles is dissipated into
other areas. With a weight
and pulley system, we
always work the muscle in
the direction that it moves
and don’t have to exert
energy supporting the weight
with other muscles.
"In lifting weights,"
says Tague, "no matter what
you do, the force is always
downward. With a weight
and pulley system, this is not
the case. Take the use of
ankle weights in practicing
kicks; you're dragging that
weight upward, no matter
what level it's at, never
outward - the natural
direction of the kick.
'With pulleys, you
can design the pull so that it
is always in a specific spot
and never in your hand. In
other words, when you're
exercising your biceps, you
don't want to be exercising
your fingers. If you've got a
hundred - pound weight in
your hand, gravity is
working against you.
"But there's one thing
wrong with pulleys - they
don't massage your ego.
When you are using pulleys,
Yo u d o n ' t h a v e t h a t
magnificent heavy weight in
your hand, so to some
people, that might be a
detriment.

“The muscle is an
all-or-nothing - at - all factor.
In other words, it'll take so
much (a specific amount) of
weight to stimulate it, and no
more or less than that weight
will stimulate it.
This is a medical
fact. Let us assume, for
example, that the correct
weight to stimulate the bicep
is 20 pounds it wouldn't be
much more than that. Now
20 pounds to a weight lifter
is… not very much.
“The chest muscles,
for argument’s sake, should
be able to handle about 60
pounds in an upward, pulling
direction. Again, to some
people this is a very little
amount of weight to use. So
if a man wants to work his
bicep and he takes 40
pounds, he overstimulates
the bicep muscle, and
sympathetic muscles begin
to join in. The chest muscles
we were talking about will
kick in to help lift the
weight.
‘Now, he is using
both the bicep muscle which
would accommodate 20lbs. and the chest muscle which
should be accommodating
60 - and he's not really doing
either of them much good.
Now here is the perfect
paradox of it all: a man
could be standing alongside
of you, doing twice as much
weight as you, twice as

easily as you, and not getting
half the benefit!"
S e n s e i Ta g u e ' s
weight lifting regimen, then,
is concerned with working
individual muscles at a time,
rather than groups of
muscles at once. This
method of weight training
teaches the muscles to work
cumulatively. If the body is
trained
to
work
cumulatively, it will react
cumulatively. So Tague's
weight training program
perfectly compliments the
mental disciplines of TaiZen. He teaches his body
and mind to work to their
fullest individual potential
and then turns their coexistent control over to the
Parent Mind.
“When we work out
in the gym, says sensei
Tague, "we are always
looking inwardly - into
ourselves. When we work
out on the dojo floor, we are
almo s t alw ay s lo o k in g
outwardly. When we work
out on the gym, we look for
what 'it feels like,’ and while
we are shooting them in the
dojo, we are concerned with
what ‘it looks like.' They are
most assuredly two different
things.
“When you work out
in the gym, the idea is for
the man to look into himself,
and this is the foundation for
cumulative ki. Achieving

cumulative power is a
question of feeling within
your body from the concepts
you have learned and letting
that flow through your body.
This is much more efficient
than having a feeling of 'l
must, must do.’”
In the Photos which
accompany this article,
sensei Tague and a few of
his black belt students
demonstrate some of the
exercises they perform on
the Universal Gym. There
are also some examples of ki
Power and the control that a
ki technician has over his
body. The exercises are
simple and straightforward,
and the concentration is
upon using the correct
amount of weight for the
muscle you are working and
exerting the utmost
discipline in the execution of
the exercise.
In the bicep 'curl,' for
example, sensei Tague will
often stand behind a student,
placing his finger tips
against the back of the
student's elbows to insure
that he does not move his
arms back in any way.
Another black belt or student
will place a finger tip on the
back of the exercising
student's neck to Prevent
him from leaning back.
Often, in doing bicep
curls, we will make the
chore easier by kicking in

sympathetic muscles. As
long as the arms are kept
rigid - elbows pointed
toward the ground - and as
long as we do not lean back
or shrug the shoulders, we
can be sure that only the
biceps are being worked.
This is the purpose of the
fingers on the back of the
elbows and neck.
If any of You have
access to a weight and pulley
system, try doing the bicep
curls in this manner. I am
sure you will see how much
more difficult it is to do the
exercise in this way. You
will also find, as mentioned
before, that you will need to
use much less weight than
You might have thought
necessary to work the
muscle properly.
After having
conducted the interview for
this third - in - the - series
article on sensei Tague and
his Tai-Zen system. I had
realized what a tremendous
amount of time and energy
Tague puts into the martial
arts, and developing ki
power. I finally asked him
why, what good is it outside
of self-defense, and why he
spends so much time at it.
He paused for a long
moment before answering,
then related this story.
Some Years ago,
when Tague’s daughter was
still a small child, the sensei

was working on a paint sprayer compressor in his
garage. His daughter was
near him, observing the
operation. At one Point,
Ta g u e t u r n e d o n t h e
machine, and his daughter
leaned over to get a better
look. As she did this, her
long hair cascaded over the
machine and caught in the
flywheel.
Tague reacted in a
blur of motion. The sensei
both pulled the plug of the
machine and snapped off the
switch before his daughter's
hair had become trapped in
the wheel. If he had delayed
but a small fraction of a
second, the girl might have
been seriously injured. "If
the purpose of all my years
of training," said Tague,
“had been to prepare me for
just that one moment in my
life, would anyone argue that
it was not well worth the
effort?”
This is the last of our articles
on the incredible Howard
Tague and his Tai-Zen
system. We hope You have
enjoyed reading them as
much as we enjoyed doingthem, and we also hope you
have learned a few things (as
we did). Needless to say,
there is much, much more to
Tai-Zen and developing the
force called Ki, but before
going any further, we would
like to hear your reaction

to this and the previous
articles.
If you are interested,
let us know. There's a whole
lot more where this came
from.

